
Real Life Learning Academy Trust 
Meeting of the Board of Directors

1st February 2018 6.15 pm
Venue: Calveley Primary Academy  

AGENDA – PART 1 
In Attendance: Laura Leather (LL), (chair), Bev Dolman (BD), Fiona Sloyan (FS),Penny Holding (PH), Jo Edwards 
(JE), Verity McKay (VM), Nick Brown (NB) , Melissa Parry (MP), Yvonne Wood (YW), Neil Duncalf (ND), and Lesley 
Latronico (LLA) 

The pre-agenda item on ASP was not held at this meeting and will take place from 6:00 - 6:15 on the day of 
the next FBD.

ITEM

1 APOLOGIES 
Apologies were received and accepted from Liz Ford.

2 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  

VM confirmed that she was an employee of Poole Alcock, and YW confirmed that she is a Di-
rector of Bennett Brooks.

3 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

The minutes of the 14th December 2017 were approved as an accurate record.

4 MATTERS ARISING 

a) Epi pen risk assessment 

A Bee risk assessment had been completed. Children that need an EPI pen because of aller-
gies, have their own in school which is managed by the parents.


b) Director photos for the board in reception 

BD has received photos.  NB has spoken to company regarding creating the boards, and had 
received a design for the board, which was a mix of Acton and Calveley Logos.  BD will pro-
ceed.


c) Logo 

BD handed around a sheet containing 3 potential logos.  A discussion took place on the op-
tions.  Directors felt that they did not reflect Real Life Learning.  They liked the colours, and 
suggested that the designer be asked to look at ‘tools for learning’ such as learning, books, 
computers, pencils

BD, YW and LL to meet with designer to encapsulate  set for the 9th feb.


d) EHT performance management

FS reported to Directors that BDs attendance on one of the Executive Leadership Qualification 
courses (agreed during PM discussion last time) could help with sponsorship applications as a 
trust.  Application assessors look at the qualifications of the senior leaders.  FS felt BD should 
be registered on the course sooner than was agree previously.


Outcome:  All in support of EHT doing it subject to course feedback
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5 DECLARATION OF AOB 

• Quotes for Calveley Internet

• Staff survey

• Acton parent council

6 FINANCE

a) Top Slice Policy


Directors discussed the policy, and agreed its content.  Some aspects needed changing to the 
3rd person.


Outcome: All Directors were happy to accept the policy, with the typing changes.

7 POLICY APPROVAL 

To undertake and annual review of the following policies: 

a) To discuss and approve the Admission Appeals policy 


Further to the item on the last agenda, BD reported that she had not received any comments.  
PH advised that she had sent comments in December following the meeting.  She will forward 
comments again, however they did not affect the content of the policy, which was agreed with 
a PAN of 25.


Outcome - All Director approved the policy.


b) To discuss and approve Leave of Absence policy


Directors discussed the policy and made the following comments:


As the role of the EHT was to become more strategic with the HOS in place, why do staff need 
to report absences to the EHT by 7.30 and not the HOS?  BD reported that currently with the 
HOS being part time, it was easier to keep absence reporting to the EHT.  This will be reviewed 
as the trust grows.


Special Leave of Absence - Directors felt that referring to other close relative left the policy 
open too much to interpretation.  


Outcome: It was agreed that this would be removed, and the term ‘Loco Parentis’ added to 
clarify.


Maternity and Paternity leave were now referred to as Parental Leave. Adoption leave category 
is missing.


Outcome: this will be amended, and Adoption leave added.


Directors ran through the appendix, which was not finalised and made the following changes:


• University Graduation - Staffs own graduation, paid, other graduation not paid.

• Participate in Amateur  - remove County and state non-paid.

• Why is music treated differently to sport - change in line with sport.


ITEM
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continued…


• Qualifications: add in those recommended by the Trust.

• Remove the section on standing for Local Government Election from the matrix.

• Union Duties - need to be clarified in the Burgundy book, however Directors felt that a limit of 

3 days paid leave.

• Hospital appointments - emergency dentist / doctors, will need a copy of the letter for med-

ical appointments.


Outcome: BD to amend the policy in light of the comments and bring back next time.  BD will 
also circulate amended version to staff for comment.


c) To discuss and approve the attendance policy


Directors had read the policy, and made the following observations:


Para 4.1 - change start of para to Parents have a …….. - remove as and you.

Para 4.2 - 4th line, change our to the.  So it reads:


Head Teachers may not grant any leave of absence (holiday) during term time with the only 
exception being that either parent is actively working in the armed forces or for significant 
medical illness. 


Directors also wanted the exceptional circumstances aspect sharpening to make more 
clear.  And perhaps adding in a holiday section and additional leave


Change to Parents will be…


Para 6.2 reword para to reflect ‘repeated fail to carry out their duty to …..’


Para 7 - rewards section. 


Q:  Directors asked how does the trust reward children with long-term conditions when they 
could not possibly receive 100% attendance.   
A: This is contained within the medical needs policy.  


Directors felt that as this section was not equitable, it should be removed from the attendance 
policy.


Outcome: All agreed to remove from policy


d) Policy matrix


The Policy Matrix will be finalised and placed on the portal for all, and for the clerk to ensure 
future policies for consideration are on the correct agenda. 


ITEM
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8 UPDATED SUCCESS CRITERIA 
LL had circulated the update on the Collaboration Success Criteria, which had been agreed by 
Directors as a means of pursuing collaboration with other schools.


Q: When is the spring criteria being agreed?

A: LL responded that this will be in March.


No other comments were received, and the criteria will be agreed following the next RLL meet-
ing on the 21st March.

9 a) GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE  

LL introduced this term.  With the prospect of RLL growing the size of the Trust in the future, 
work had taken place on reviewing the structure that the Trust currently operates, to ensure that 
it is fit for purpose. 


What had become clear, is that the current structure of a single meeting of the Directors from 
both Acton and Calveley, would not work should further schools join.  Research had shown that 
popular structures are:


• A smaller, leaner Trust of up to 7 Directors - more strategic and financial outlook for the whole 
Trust.


• An Academy Committee for each of the schools - focusing on teaching and learning.

• Advisory boards - some Trusts had established a layer that brought together heads and 

chairs from the schools to act as a learning network and advisory board to the trust.


LL felt that there was a need to review the structure quite soon with the imminent decision on a 
local school joining the trust.


Should a restructure take place, then there would need to be a Terms of Reference for each 
component part and also a Scheme of Delegation for how the trust will operate.


Q: why do we need to change?

A: The DfE has said that board currently is too big, and state that around 7 Directors preferred. 
Q: how many Directors or places at the Academy Committees would there be?

A: It is suggested that there are 5 Members, 7 Directors, and 6 in a committee or 7 if it is an 
Aided school).


Directors were concerned about the change, as the current arrangement works well, however 
understood that with a 3rd school or more joining the current structure was not fit.


The speed of the changes will be dictated by the speed at which schools join the trust.  How-
ever thought needs to be given to it so that the trust is prepared. 


Outcome: Directors were asked to:

• Review the documents on the portal.

• Think of questions that this meetings and the documents do not address.

• Give feedback to LL by 15th February.

• Consider which part of a newly reconstituted trust they would like to be aligned to (Trust or 

Academy Committee).


It is the responsibility of the Members of the trust to appoint Directors, and therefore should the 
restructure take place, Expressions of Interest will be considered by them.


b) Set date for Standards Committee meeting 
The date for this meeting was set as 1st March 7pm at Acton School

ITEM
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10 GOVERNOR TRAINING 

FS will report this at a future meeting, however wanted to alert Directors to a Skills Audit which 
will be coming out in May.  

Cheshire East Director’s report - The Clerk ran through the salient points from the Directors 
report.  No comments or questions were made.  She also informed Directors that Cheshire East 
had been successful in its application for a School Improvement bid. 

11 • Quotes for Calveley Internet 
Quotes had been received but not reviewed by the EHT.  There were three quotes whoch were 
vastly different.  BD would like the opportunity to review.


Q: as the whole community have an issue with internet, could we look to address this as a 
community.

The Clerk informed EHT that Brine Leas were supporting schools with internet.


Outcome:  BD will investigate


• Staff survey 
NB reported that a staff survey had been completed that had 10 questions on it.  Response had 
not bee great with only 12/40 returned.  But most people seemed happy and positive.  To im-
prove their wellbeing, staff had asked:


• For the school to celebrate positives more

• Gym memberships and access to holistic therapies

• Better timetabling - to keep events away from monitoring activities


Q: 40% feel that they are not acknowledged - how do we feel about it? 

A: BD reported that feedback and acknowledgements are given daily in all manners,  When 
feeding back in Performance management and observations, she always feedback positive 
things first and then the improvement areas.  People just want a well done.  Need to change the 
culture and make it common place for everyone praise.


Q: would more team activities help?

A: this has been beneficial in the past, NB will collate ideas. 

• Acton Parent Council 
ND had attended, and felt that it was a really well organised and enjoyable meeting.  

ND will put a report on the portal but items discussed included:


• The School Gazebo needs treating 

• Parents were complementary about SATS 

• Booster group information had been well received

• Mixed reviews on Christmas school reports.  Some felt that it wasn’t a personal. 

• There were complaints about PE being held inside

• An issue regarding girls and boys changing in the same rooms - FS may have a solution, and 

will provide photos of units that the school could have.

• Parents evening - parents want time without their children there.

• Accelerated reading - parents not aware how they are doing 

• snacks gone up by 25% - BD did not know - BD to look in to it


Outcome: ND will put a fuller report on the portal, and BD will investigate in school.

Future meetings 
Calveley PC meeting - 2/2/18 (PH or YW to cover)

Acton PC Meeting - 25/4/18 (ND or LLa to cover)

ITEM
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